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Abstract
Using a rigorous model-space reduction method, a low momentum nucleon-
nucleon (NN) potential Vlow−k is derived from modern realistic NN poten-
tials VNN , such as the CD-Bonn potential. Our Vlow−k is confined within a
momentum-space cut-off, k  Λ. The deuteron binding energy, low-energy
phase shifts and low momentum half-on-shell T-matrix of VNN are all pre-
served by Vlow−k. For Λ in the vicinity of 2 fm−1, the derived Vlow−k is
a smooth potential, and appears to be suitable to be used directly in shell
model calculations without first calculting the Brueckner G matrix. Shell
model calculations of 18O and 134Te using the above Vlow−k derived from the





A fundamental problem in nuclear structure theory has been the determination of the
eective nucleon-nucleon (NN) interaction used in the nuclear shell model, which has been
very successful in describing a vast amount of nuclear properties. There have been a number
of successful approaches [1{4] for this determination, ranging from obtaining it empirically by
tting certain experimental data, such as nuclear energy levels, to deriving it microscopically
from the bare NN potential.
In the present work, we would like to propose a new approach for deriving the shell
model eective interaction, motivated largely by the recent successes [5{9] in treating the
two-nucleon problem using the renormalization group (RG) and eective eld theory (EFT)
approach. A central theme of the RG-EFT approach is that in probing physics in the infrared
region, it is often adequate to employ a low-energy (or low-momentum) eective theory,
which may be derived from an underlying QCD theory by integrating out its high-energy
(or high momentum) modes. In nuclear physics, there are a number of successful models for
the NN potential VNN , such as the CD-Bonn potential [10]. These models all have a built-in
strong short range repulsion. As a result, they all have strong high momentum components.
Following the above RG-EFT approach, it may be of interest as well as useful to integrate
out the high-momentum components of VNN , thereby obtaining a low-momentum eective
NN potential Vlow−k. We would like to study this low momentum potential, and investigate
its suitability of being used as a shell-model eective interaction. We have carried out shell
model calculations of 18O and 134Te using Vlow−k directly as the internucleon interaction,
without rst calculating the familiar G matrix. Our results will be presented and discussed.
How to carry out the above integration is, however, of utmost importance. It has to be
carried out in such a way that the low energy physics of VNN is exactly preserved by Vlow−k.
In nuclear eective interaction theory, a number of model-space reduction methods have been
developed; one of them being the Kuo-Lee-Ratcli (KLR) folded diagram method [11,12].
This method has been applied to nuclear bound state problems (low energy spectroscopy)
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with highly satisfactory results [2,3]. It may be of interest to investigate if this method
may be suitable for the above momentum decimation of VNN . We shall show that this
decimation can indeed be conveniently carried out by way of the KLR method. As to be
discussed later, the deuteron binding energy, low-energy phase shifts and low-momentum
half-on-shell T-matrix of VNN are all preserved by Vlow−k. In other words, this Vlow−k is
physically equivalent to VNN for the above low-energy physical quantities.
Since we require that the low-energy phase shifts given by VNN are to be preserved by
Vlow−k, it is convenient to consider an eective interaction theory for scattering problems,
based on T-matrix equivalence. (A brief account of this approach has been reported [13] at
a recent conference.) We start from the half-on-shell T-matrix






ω −H0(q) + i0+T (q, k, ω); ω = εk. (1)
Here we consider a two-nucleon problem with Hamiltonian H = H0 + VNN and H0 j ki =
εk j ki. We then dene an eective T-matrix by
Teff(p






ω −H0(q) + i0+Teff (q, p, ω); ω = εp, (2)
where  denotes a momentum space cut-o (such as =2fm−1) and (p0, p)  . We require
the eective interaction satisfying the condition
T (p0, p, ω = εp) = Teff(p0, p, ω = εp); p0, p  . (3)
The above equations dene the eective interaction; it is required to preserve the low-
momentum ( ) half-on-shell T-matrix. In the following, let us show that the above
equations are satised by the eective interaction












Q^ + ... , (4)
which is just the KLR folded-diagram eective interaction [11,12].
In time dependent formulation, the T-matrix of Eq. (1) can be written as hk0 j
V U(0,−1) j ki, U being the time evolution operator. In this way we can readily per-
form a diagrammatic analysis of the T-matrix. A general term of it may be written as
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hk0 j (V + V 1
e(k)




V +   ) j ki where e(k)  (εk − Ho). Note that the inter-
mediate states (represented by 1 in the numerator) cover the entire space, and 1 = P + Q
where P denotes the model space (momentum  ) and Q its complement. Expanding











us dene a Q^-box as Q^ = V + V Q
e




V +   , where all intermediate states be-
long to Q. One readily sees that the T-matrix can be regrouped as a Q^-box series, namely






Q^+   ] j pi. Note that all the Q^-boxes have the same
energy variable, namely εp.
This regrouping is depicted in Fig. 1, where each Q^-box is denoted by a circle and the
solid line represents the propagator P
e
. The diagrams A, B and C are respectively the one-
and two- and three-Q^-box terms of T, and clearly T=A+B+C+  . Note the dashed vertical
line is not a propagator; it is just a \ghost" line to indicate the external indices. We now
perform a folded-diagram factorization for the T-matrix, following closely the KLR folded-
diagram method [11,12]. Diagram B of Fig. 1 is factorized into the product of two parts
(see B1) where the time integrations of the two parts are independent from each other, each
integrating from −1 to 0. In this way we have introduced a time-incorrect contribution
which must be corrected. In other words B is not equal to B1, rather it is equal to B1
plus the folded-diagram correction B2. Note that the integral sign represents a generalized
folding [11,12].
Similarly we factorize the three-Q^-box term C as shown in the third line of Fig. 1.
Higher-order Q^-box terms are also factorized following the same folded-diagram procedure.
Let us now collecting terms in the gure in a \slanted" way. The sum of terms A1, B2,
C3... is just the eective interaction of Eq.(4). (Note that the leading Q^-box of any folded
term must be at least second order in VNN , and hence it is denoted as Q^
0-box which equals




Similarly the sum C1+D2+E3+   is just Veff Pe Q^Pe Q^. (Note diagrams D1, D2,   , E1, E2,
   are not shown in the gure.) Continuing this way, it is easy to see that the eective
interaction required by Eqs. (1) to (3) is just the eective interaction of Eq.(4). It is a
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low-momentum ( ) potential, and from now on we shall refer to it as Vlow−k.
The eective interaction of Eq.(4) can be calculated using iteration methods. A number
of such iteration methods have been developed; the Krenciglowa-Kuo [14] and the Lee-Suzuki
iteration methods [15] are two well-known examples. These methods were formulated pri-
marily for the case that PH0P is degenerate, H0 being the unperturbed Hamiltonian. For
our present two-nucleon problem, PH0P (the kinetic energy) is obviously non-degenerate.
Non-degenerate iteration methods [16] methods were subsequently developed. These meth-
ods can be employed for our present calculation, but they are still rather involved. Recently
Andreozzi [17] has proposed new iteration methods for the derivation of the model-space
eective interaction, and among them is a much improved Lee-Suzuki method, to be re-
ferred as the Andreozzi-Lee-Suzuki (ALS) method. It is particularly suitable for the case of
non-degenerate PH0P . This method has been employed in our present work.
We have carried out numerical checks to ensure that certain low-energy physics of VNN
are indeed preserved by Vlow−k. We rst check the deuteron binding energy BEd given by
Vlow−k. For a range of , such as 0.5fm−1    3fm−1, BEd given by Vlow−k agrees very
accurately (to 4 places after the decimal) with that given by VNN . In Fig. 2, we present
some 1S0 phase shifts calculated from the CD-Bonn VNN (dotted line) and the Vlow−k (circles)
derived from it, using a momentum cut-o  = 2.0fm−1. As seen, the phase shifts from the
former are well reproduced by the latter. We have also checked the half-on-shell T-matrix
given by VNN and by Vlow−k, and found very good agreement between them [13]. In our
calculation, a momentum space discretization procedure [18] has been employed to solve the
integral equations (1) and (2) and in carrying out the folded-diagram decimation of VNN
using the ALS iteration method. In short, our numerical checks have rearmed that the
deuteron binding energy, low energy phase shifts and low momentum half-on-shell T-matrix
of VNN are all preserved by Vlow−k. As far as those physical quantities are concerned, Vlow−k
and VNN are equivalent.
Unlike the NN potential VNN which posesses strong short-range repulsions, the low-
momentum eective interaction Vlow−k is found to be a smooth potential, and it may be
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suitable to be used directly in nuclear calculations, without rst calculating the Brueckner
G matrix. To explore this possibility, we have performed shell-model calculations for 18O
and 134Te following the same procedure as outlined in Refs. [2,3], except that the G-matrix
interaction used there are replaced by our present Vlow−k. Briefly speaking, we rst calculate
the Q^-box including diagrams up to second order in Vlow−k. The shell model eective inter-
action is then obtained by summing up the Q^-box folded diagram series using the Lee-Suzuki
iteration method [15]. Shell model calculations for the two valence nucleons are then per-
formed in a (0d5/2, 0d3/2, 1s1/2) model space for
18O, and in a (0g7/2, 1d5/2, 1d3/2, 2s1/2, 0h11/2)
model space for 134Te. The CD-Bonn potential [10] is used in our calculation.
Our calculated low-lying Jpi states of 18O are presented in Fig.3. An important question
in our approach is about the choice of the momentum cut-o . Phase shifts are given by
the fully-on-shell T-matrix, T (p, p, ω = εp). Hence for a chosen , Vlow−k can only produce
phase shifts up to Elab = 2h
22/M, M being the nucleon mass. Realistic NN potentials are
constructed to t empirical phase shifts up to Elab  350 MeV [10]. It is reasonable then to
require our Vlow−k to reproduce phase shifts also up to this energy. Thus one should use 
in the vicinity of 2 fm−1.
Guided by the above consideration, we have used in our calculation two values for the
momentum cut-o, namely  = 2.0 and 2.2 fm−1, both being reasonable [7]. It is of interest
to see that the results are rather insensitive to the choice of . Further, they both are
in satisfactory agreement with experiments. (Note that the energies shown are the relative
energies, namely the energies of 18O relative to the ground state energy of 16O.) In the gure
we also present the corresponding G-matrix calculations, following the same procedure [2,3]
mentioned above, except that the Q^-box is obtained by including diagrams up to second
order in G. As seen, the Vlow−k and G-matrix results are rather similar.
In Fig. 4 we present our results for 134Te using the same Vlow−k as the shell model
eective interaction. (The energies shown are relative to the ground state energy of 132Sn.)
Again we see that the results given by =2.0 fm−1 is very close to those given by =2.2
fm−1. Also it is seen that the the Vlow−k results are just as good or slightly better than the
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corresponding G-matrix results. It may be pointed out that G-matrix is energy dependent,
while Vlow−k is energy independent which is a desirable feature.
It may be noted that 134Te and 18O are in rather dierent nuclear regions. The G-matrix
used for these two nuclei are calculated with very dierent Pauli exclusion operators, and
consequently the G-matrix for them are signicantly dierent. In contrast, here we have
used the same Vlow−k for both nuclei, and it appears to work equally well for both. This
is an encouraging result, suggesting that Vlow−k may be a common shell-model eective
interaction suitable for a wide range of nuclei.
In summary, we have investigated a new approach for deriving the shell model eective
interaction. Using the KLR folded diagram approach in conjunction with the ALS iteration
method we have reduced realistic NN potentials V (such as the CD-Bonn potential ) to
corresponding eective low-momentum potentials Vlow−k, which is conned within a cut-
o momentum . The deuteron binding energy and the low-energy phase shifts (up to
Elab = 2h
22/M) of VNN are both exactly reproduced by Vlow−k. In addition the low-
momentum ( ) half-on-shell T-matrix of VNN is also preserved by Vlow−k. For a cuto
momentum   2 fm−1 the reduced potential is generally smooth, and we have used it
directly, without rst calculating the familiar G-matrix, in shell model calculation of 18O
and 134Te. Our results are found to be rather insensitive to  in the vicinity of of   2fm−1.
Very encouraging agreements with experiments are obtained. It is noteworthy that Vlow−k,
being a smooth potential, can describe not only low-energy scattering data but also certain
low-energy nuclear spectroscopy. Calculations for other nuclei and using other NN potentials
are in progress, and will be reported later. We do feel that Vlow−k may become a promising
and reliable eective interaction for shell model calculations of few valence particles, over a
wide range of nuclear regions.
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FIG. 1. Folded-diagram factorization of the half-on-shell T-matrix.
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